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A multistep process of gene amplification, mutation, and reduction allows poxvirus to overcome
host antiviral defenses. The mechanism speeds genetic adaptation and promises to be broadly
applicable in many biological settings.Growth of the poxvirus is limited by the
quality of one of its proteins (K3L), which
can only modestly circumvent the host
antiviral defensive protein PKR. However,
during several passages under selection,
the virus improves progressively without
point mutations and then ‘‘magically’’
acquires an extremely rare point mutation
that improves the function of K3L. The
‘‘magic,’’ as beautifully demonstrated in
the work of Elde et al. (2012), is provided
by a ‘‘gene accordion,’’ a powerful selec-
tive device that is likely to be a broadly
applicable evolutionary mechanism.
The authors show that duplications
of the limiting K3L gene arise frequently
and that additional gene copies can
make up for the low quality of the K3L
protein. As the gene accordion expands
by adding copies of the K3L gene, the
quantity of the K3L protein increases
accordingly. If selection is relaxed, as
occurs in a permissive host, the K3L
gene copy number drops—that is to say,
the accordion contracts. This contraction
demonstrates that the amplification has
a fitness cost, and expansion under selec-
tion requires the benefit from more K3L
protein to exceed the inherent cost of
the amplification.
It is then observed that, during growth
under selection, the virus population and
the copies of K3L gene per virus increase
until the total gene copy number permits
some single copy to acquire a rare muta-
tion that improves the quality of the
limiting protein. The low likelihood of this
mutation has been increased by the
selection-driven increase in target copy
number, with no sign of mutagenesis. In
viruses with this mutation, selection foramplification is relaxed such that the virus
can growwith reduced gene copy number
(Figure 1).
The speed of adaptation is explained
by several features of the mechanism.
(1) The growth-limiting gene has a residual
function, so small increases in dosage
improve growth. (2) Duplications and
subsequent amplification steps occur
at higher rates than those of any other
known mutation type. (3) The growth
benefits of duplication and amplification
cause exponential increases in the fre-
quency of the amplification-bearing indi-
viduals in the population. (4) This increase
in copy number makes the final mutation
exponentially more likely. (5) The final
mutation relaxes selection on the amplifi-
cation and allows selective loss of the
extra mutant gene copies due to the
inherent cost of amplification (Figure 1).
Elde et al. provide evidence that com-
mon duplications affect many parts of
the genome, but only duplications of the
K3L gene amplify under selection. Ampli-
fication alone (no point mutation) pro-
vides a selective advantage but only in
the restrictive host. The sequence of
events is demonstrated by finding the
new mutant gene in an amplified array of
nonmutant copies. The inherent fitness
cost of an amplification is shown by its
selective loss when K3L is not needed or
when an improved copy reduces the
need for amplification (Figure 1).
Amplification and reversion under
selection were first proposed to explain
the origin of mutants that appear under
selection in the Cairns system (Andersson
et al., 1998), in which bacteria with a
partially defective lac operon revert toCell 15Lac+ during long-term selection on
lactose (Cairns and Foster, 1991). In this
system, as for poxviruses, reversion to
full Lac+ proceeds stepwise via an initial
duplication, amplification, and subse-
quent mutation in one of the copies.
Loss of the amplification leaves a single-
step mutant allele (Slechta et al., 2003).
The same process has been shown to
generate resistance to antibiotics and
antimicrobial peptides (Pra¨nting and An-
dersson, 2011; reviewed in Roth, 2011).
The process also explains evolution of
enzymes that degrade man-made en-
vironmental pollutants (Copley, 2012b).
Amplification is expected to operate
whenever cellular growth is restricted by
a rate-limiting function because escape
can occur by gene amplification events
that are much more common than point
mutations that increase activity (Ander-
sson and Hughes, 2009; Sandegren and
Andersson, 2009). The role of this process
in genetic adaptation has probably been
underestimated because the amplifica-
tions that allow a selected mutation are
often lost after mutational improvement.
Although multiple systems have previ-
ously revealed aspects of the amplifica-
tion model, the Elde et al. study is remark-
able for its clear demonstration of the full
process. Their results make it likely that
the accordion is here to stay.
The system described here should be
useful in studying the origin of new genes.
The popular notion that functionally novel
genes can arise by ‘‘duplication and diver-
gence’’ has long been suspect because
it proposes that the extra gene copy is
removed from selection and yet survives
long enough to acquire a new function.0, August 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 671
Figure 1. Genetic Adaptation via a ‘‘Gene Accordion’’
The adaptation process depicted is used by a poxvirus whose K3L protein is only weakly able to coun-
teract the host defensive protein PKR. Adaptation starts with spontaneous formation of a wide variety of
gene duplications (top line). Duplications that include the K3L gene provide a growth advantage, and
selection favors individuals with progressive increases in copy number of the parent K3L gene (middle
section). Under continuing selection (lower-left), increases in copies per virus and the virus population
ultimately allow some copy to enjoy a rare mutation that improves the quality of K3L (bottom section, top
line, left). The improved copy relaxes selection for amplified parent copies and the array collapses (lower-
left), leaving an improved K3L gene. If viruses with an amplification (but no mutation) are propagated in
a permissive host (lower-right), K3L is not needed and selection is relaxed allowing array collapse (lower-
right). Amplification collapse is likely to be positively selected because of the inherent fitness cost of an
amplification. Expansion requires that the benefits provided by increasing K3L production exceed the cost
of the amplification.During this period without selection, the
extra copy can be lost by reversion of
the duplication or can be inactivated by
common loss-of-function mutations. An
alternative model, ‘‘innovation, amplifi-
cation, and divergence’’ (Bergthorsson
et al., 2007), proposes that the parent
gene first gains a minor side function. If
this side function becomes important,
the gene amplifies and is maintained by
selection for increased side activity. While
the amplification is held under selection
for both new and old functions, copies672 Cell 150, August 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevieare shaped by mutation and recombina-
tion until two distinct specialized versions
are left. This accordion process generates
novelty and divergence under continuous
selection. The high frequency of enzy-
matic side activities and ‘‘promiscuous’’
enzymes has recently been recognized
(Copley, 2012a). Experimentally, ‘‘innova-
tion, amplification, and divergence’’ can
produce two genes within a few thousand
generations—testimony to the power of
accordions. (J. Na¨svall, L. Sun, J.R.R.,
and D.I.A., unpublished data). The systemr Inc.described here should be useful in
studying evolution of a parent gene into
two genes with distinct functions.
The poxvirus system may also help to
elucidate the mechanism by which dupli-
cations arise. The power of the amplifica-
tion model lies in the variety and high
frequency of duplications, but the mecha-
nism of gene duplication remains ob-
scure. In poxviruses, Elde et al. charac-
terize junctions between copies. The
data provided suggest that these duplica-
tion junctions are extremely short and are
therefore unlikely to have formed by
‘‘unequal recombination,’’ the accepted
mechanism for duplication. Future work
examining the sequence of these junc-
tions may provide important insight into
the mechanisms by which duplications
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